Abstract: Background/Objectives: This particular study has been done with the objective of understanding the utility of green marketing in India and at the same time to develop sentience about green or organic products and its usefulness to the society.

Methods/Statistical Analysis: To meet the following objective, a well-structured methodology has been devised to procure primary and secondary data for the research. The study has been conducted in Chennai in the financial year 2016-2017, and 200 respondents were interviewed based on random sampling method. Suitable statistical tools i.e., the descriptive analysis techniques have been used, which includes the percentage and the average score analysis for the in-depth study of the samples collected.

Findings: The study reveals that there is an increasing trend in customer’s cognizance, which in turn have lead to the momentum of green product marketing. The findings have also thrown a light on the impact of the usage of non-green products on the society.

Improvements/Applications: Various measures and ways have been advised to the government for making the green marketing a successful one in India.

Novelty: This study also creates a lot of scope for further extensive research in the same field.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Marketing is an art or a strategy that has developed and ameliorated at a constant pace over a period. It’s meaning and approaches have been changing consistently from time to time. It is the branch of management that has generally been associated with business firms or companies engrossed or involved in the commercial act of selling goods and services, with the aid of existing marketing activities like transfer or exchange, promotion or publicizing, advertising etc. With the advent of 50’s a contemporary approach to marketing started evolving, extending beyond the conventional way of it like product adapted, Sales adapted and service oriented method. The shifting of thinking towards a contemporary approach convinced the people to retrospect the existing approaches to marketing, such as what is meant
by the terms “Product and Market” in the language of marketing? Does it relate only to the transfer or tradition of exchange of something in favor of something? It was a big question. There is a popular quote which is known to all of us that necessity is the mother of invention. In most of the western countries like the USA, some organizations those which are non-profitable or not business concentric, such as, philanthropic organization, religious institutions, social service agencies and educational institutions were confronting several problems like impoverished image, downfall in raising funds, reduction in number of patrons, students, patient etc. Among the organizations stated above, it was felt by some of these that since they too were involved in the process of exchange like any other business organization, then why could not they also use the time-tested marketing techniques to solve their problem for achieving their objectives. Marketing was now looked upon as an aid in solving problems, extending beyond the limits of exchange, sales, and profit.

1.1. Recognition by American Marketing Association (AMA)

In its official newspaper, American Marketing Association on March 1st, 1985, presented an announcement which focused on the revision of the Association’s twenty-five-year-old “marketing” definition. As per the formal definition offered by American Marketing Association, “Marketing is an organizational function and a set of processes for creating, communicating and rendering values to customers and for managing customer relationships in ways that benefit the firms”. The current definition differed from the old one in the sense that goods and services are now considered products, which was previously not. This change was considered as a milestone, as it marked the beginning of the evolution of green marketing, as it reflects on the newer significance, this particular strategy is placing on dissemination of innovation and exchange of ideas.

1.2. Difference Between Green Marketing and Commercial Marketing

Despite the commonly agreeable fact that both green marketing and commercial based marketing uses the same set of marketing tools and techniques there is some difference between the two. In commercial marketing, the main focus is on the needs of the buyers and at the same time emphasizes on the identification of market opportunity. It seeks to convert customer needs into products, by fulfilling the needs of the customers solely. It views business a customer satisfying process, where the consumer determines the process, and in turn, the process determines the costs and ultimately focuses on selling of the product. But this is not the case with green marketing, as because the goal is not to a market a product or service for profit but to influence a social behavior for a better environment and sustainable development. In order to meet its primary goal, Green Marketing aids or assist in promoting the use of some products and services (Such as Himalaya Herbal Products, Dabur), but these products are only being promoted with an idea of reducing environmental
impact throughout its lifecycle and achieving sustainable and long-term growth along with profitability by bringing a revolution in social behavior.

The primary need of green marketing is achieving sustainable and long-term growth by maximizing profit through the wellbeing of society, by motivating and shaping the societal factors and behavior (e.g., reduction of wastes, reducing greenhouse emissions). In green marketing, the societal behaviors to be shaped frequently have hidden benefits (e.g., Recycling or Re-using things). Whereas looking into the concept of commercial marketing, a buyer or an end-user customer is generally clear about what gain or benefit, he is entitled to get on the purchase of a specific product. As per commercial marketing’s perspective, the price that the customer is entitled to pay is almost always monetary whereas in Green Marketing, the price that the target customers are bound to may be monetary or in non-monetary terms.

Green Marketing can be executed by anyone such as informal groups, Government departments, Individuals, and non–profit Organization or non-governmental organizations. Whereas in the case of Commercial Marketing, it is generally conducted by a business house, company or firms.

2. GREEN MARKETING AND SOCIETAL CHANGE

There are various issues which are being confronted by utilizing non-natural item which has compound manures, pesticides in order to procure voluminous supply of the items. Today the world requires new decisions and developments which have lead to green marketing environment furthermore to create a new marketing condition for the potential buyers. Usage of pesticide causes serious harm to the consumers. Nowadays the consumers are becoming aware of the advantage of using organic products, which has led them to buy and utilize it for their regular day-to-day consumption. Every nation in this world has its own problems and to get rid of this problem, one has to get involved in a process of Social change. A social change battle is “a composed exertion directed by one gathering (the change specialist) which plans to influence others (the objective adopters) to acknowledge, adjust or relinquish certain thoughts, demeanors, practices, and behavior.

One can best understand green marketing by seeing its major approaches which incorporates Commercial, Scientific, Pedagogical and Legal stratagems, used in producing a climate and also a social change. For instance, let us contemplate on “Confronting smoking of cigarettes” to distinguish betwixt the four stratagems mentioned above. The effectual or the legal perspective can be to render laws enunciating as smoking of cigarette is either illegitimate, exorbitant or exasperating (e.g., proscribing cigarettes smoking by the customary people in open locales, for instance public localities.). The scientific approach can be to proliferate an evolution that will aid the individuals to lessen their smoking proneness or impair thereof (for instance, an anti-smoking pill). The commercial perspective can be to augment
the expense of smoking (for instance, augmented tax on cigarettes, augmented insurance payment for smokers.) Lastly, the pedagogical perspective will be to proffer alluring statistics and dossier to the smokers and make them knowledgeable about the hazards of smoking as well as conducive circumstances of not smoking (for instance, the permitted deterrents on the cigarette packs contemplated as “Cigarette smoking is deleterious to health.”).

3. EVOLUTION AS WELL AS EMERGENCE OF GREEN MARKETING VIA SOCIAL MARKETING

The genesis of Green Marketing via Social Marketing reclines in the pedagogical perspective in the manifestation, also known as Social Advertising. In fact, the current stature of Social Marketing has evolved via the junctures of Social advertising as well as communication.

Social Advertising is nothing but the implementation of promulgating for reshaping public perspectives as well as behavior concerning a social cause or problem. For instance, family planning consortiums in India, Pakistan, Sri Lanka, Mexico and numerous other countries have financed vital promulgation campaigns in the 70’s venturing to vend people the proposition of having fewer children. These type of properly outlined campaigns can sway orientation and behaviors. But quite often social advertising alone is not enough to make a dent in the problem. These may be due to the fact that message has not been adequately researched or people may screen out the message through pernickety attention, perception or distortion. In certain cases, many people are actually confused about their course of action, as what to do after their insight to the message.

When these constraints were acknowledged, social advertising metamorphosed itself into a comprehensive approach cognized as Social Communication. It takes the help of the other forms of communication like personal communication, publicity, word of mouth communication, etc., additionally with mass promulgation to effectuate its intent. In the case of family planning in India, for instance, advertising is being supplemented by a nexus of social workers, doctors, para-medical staff, write-ups in the newspaper and magazines, a regular program on radios and TV’s etc.

Lately, Social marketing has initiated to switch social communication as a colossal arrangement for triggering social reorientation. At least four elements that are disregarded for a pure communication, are incorporated by social marketing perspective. These are namely, Marketing Research, Product Development, the Use of Incentives and Facilitation.

I. Marketing Research: It is undertaken to explore apropos of the business precinct and the plausible viability of substitute marketing perspectives. Social communication appends up to a one in a million guess except if it is precedent by a cautious marketing probe.
II. Product Development: The social marketer does not merely endeavour to vend the products in existence (a sales perspective) yet preferably inspects for the supreme item fit to tackle or confront the requirement (a marketing perspective).

III. Use of Incentives: Social marketers demarcates distinct incentive stratagems to proliferate the extent of motivation. The sales promulgation precinct in marketing is aggrandized accompanied by tools that the marketer can employ to promulgate social tenets.

IV. Facilitation: Social marketers are keenly cognizant of the prerequisites to create expedient distribution channel networks to supplement communication efforts. The objective is to make it facile for the target adopters to embrace the new behavior.

In a nutshell, social marketing incorporates all the P’s of marketing and not just one, it coordinates product, price, place and promotion factors to motivate and facilitates preferred forms of behavior. Further, social marketing calls for a comprehensive marketing research and preparation of detailed marketing stratagem, blueprint and budget to acquire an initial response and to emphasize the new behavior over the course of time.

4. MARKETING AND THE ENVIRONMENT

The coherent manoeuvre of fidget as well as apprehensive citizens, commercial and government concerns to conserve as well as ameliorate people’s living habitat can be defined as ‘Environmentalism’. The environmentalists are more perturbed with marketing’s consequence on the environment. They are not hostile to marketing but they desire people and confederations to employ with additional supervision for the environment.

The initial surge of contemporary environmentalism was initiated in the US in 1960’s. They were additionally perturbed which was actually accompanied by deterioration of the ecosystem owing to toxic detritus and environment owing to pollution of air as well as water as well as chemically treated food. The subsequent surge was initiated by the government in 1970’s as well as 1980’s by passing laws and decrees to preserve the habitat. It insisted organizations to arrest pollution by using pollution control equipment and to introduce emission control techniques. Now in the 21st century, a third wave was started in which the organizations are accepting not to harm the environment. They are shifting from protest to prevention as “Prevention is better than cure”. Many organizations are adopting the policies of environmental sustainability which mean the practice of adopting policies and developing strategies that both sustain the environment and produce profits for the company.
Hence the modern organizations started practicing pollution prevention. The pollution prevention means eliminating or minimizing waste before it is created. This has resulted in the use of green marketing activities like use of recyclable and bio-degradable packaging materials, developing environmentally friendly products, better pollution controls and more emission checks using advanced techniques. They are also adopting the design for environment practices which involve thinking ahead in the outline stage to make items that are simpler to recover, reuse or recycle. It is called as Green Design which helps to prevent the exploitation of Mother earth in a ruthless manner. They follow the three R’s of solid waste management viz. reducing, reusing and recycling waste in order to maintain the environment and also to prevent pollution.

The marketing also influences the society. In general, society expects marketers to serve its members efficiently, honestly and responsibly. Hence the marketers also must keep in mind their responsibility towards the society and the environment.

They must also help to preserve the environment from pollution. Business and industry are the leading contributors to environmental pollution. The marketers also contribute to some extent towards the environmental pollution, for example, the packaging is a serious pollutant. In this modern marketing world, the marketers use disposable and throwaway packages. Such modern packaging contributes a lot to environmental pollution. The packages like plastics and polythene bags are the quite common pollutants found everywhere in the country. Waste heaps of such packaging materials are very common in urban and suburban areas. Hence marketing also adds to environmental pollution through the use of such disposable products.

The natural environment includes the natural resources which are inputs to marketers and they are affected by marketing activities. Hence the marketers should be aware of such trends in the natural environment like air, water pollution, global warming and ozone layer depletion. Therefore, the marketers should not contribute to such disasters in the form of using non-biodegradable materials like plastics and bottles as packing materials.

5. USE OF GREEN MARKETING IN INTERNATIONAL ARENA

Europe is the pioneer of the “green movement” with strong public opinion and specific legislation favoring environmentally friendly marketing. Green marketing is a term used to recognize worry with the natural outcomes of an assortment of advertising exercises. The European Commission has passed enactment to control a wide range of bundling waste all through the EC. The two important issues that affect product development are the control of the packaging component of solid waste and consumer demand for environment-friendly products.
Germany has a strict eco-marking project to distinguish, for the concerned customer, items that lesser affect the earth than comparative items. Under German law, a maker is allowed to show a logo, called the “Blue Angel” on all items that go along.

Under the EC directive, a product is evaluated on all significant environmental effects throughout its life cycle, from manufacturing to disposal – a cradle-to-grave approval i.e. from birth to death/from womb to tomb. Companies will be encouraged to ceaselessly redesign their natural innovation in light of the fact that eco-names will be conceded for a restricted period. As more environment inviting items to go to the business sector, the guidelines will get to be harder and items that have not been enhanced will lose their eco-labels.

6. GREEN TECHNOLOGY AND GREEN PRODUCT

The green products are those products which are manufactured by using green technology and that should not cause environmental hazards in the society. Hence for the conservation of natural resources and also for the sustainable development, the manufacturers must promote the green technology and green products. In order to manufacture the green products, the firms require renewable and recyclable material. They also require more investment in R & D.

In addition to this, the green marketing involves a wider range of activities such as product modification, changing the production process, change of packages and also modification of the advertisement. Hence it necessitates the change of technology in order to manufacture and market the green products. In turn, this will enable the firm to protect the consumers and also the natural environment by producing the products which are less environmentally harmful. Therefore the firms must adopt a modern technology which should ensure that they minimize the detrimental environmental impact of their activities in the society. The study is carried out to know the green marketing concepts adopted by the consumers. Society today has become more concerned with the natural environment, people are now more conscious about eco-friendly products or green products and about their own safety & welfare which has lead to the outgrowth of green product consuming practices and it has developed to the understanding of the concept of the utility of green marketing.

6. APPLICATION OF GREEN MARKETING IN A GLOBAL AND INDIAN MARKET

6.1. CFL Initiative by Philips Light

Philips Lighting’s first shot at showcasing a standalone smaller glaring light or prevalently known as CFL globule was Earth Light, at $15 each versus 75 pennies for radiant knobs. The item experienced issues moving out of its dark green specialty.
The item was re-propelled as “Marathon” by Philips, underscoring its new life span situating and guarantee of sparing $26 in vitality costs over its five-year lifetime. At last, with the U.S. EPA’s Energy Star name to include believability and additionally new affectability to rising utility expenses and power deficiencies, deals climbed 12 percent in a generally level market\textsuperscript{10}.

6.2. Electronics Division

The shopper hardware division gives space to utilizing green showcasing to pull in new clients. One case of this is HP’s guarantee to cut its worldwide vitality utilize 20 percent by the year 2010. To accomplish this deed of diminishment in vitality utilization, HP has reported a few methodologies for rendering vitality effective items and administrations and bringing into operation vitality proficient working practices in its offices worldwide\textsuperscript{11}.

6.3. Introduction of CNG in Delhi

New Delhi, the capital of India, was being contaminated at a quick pace until Supreme Court of India constrained a change to option fills. In 2002, an order was issued to totally embrace CNG in all open transport frameworks to check contamination.

6.4. ITC

For the past three years in a row, ITC has been marked as ‘Carbon Positive’ that is, it is sequestering or storing or preserving double the measure of CO2 than the sum it is radiating into the environment. It has been stamped ‘Water Positive’ six years in succession (making three times more Rainwater Harvesting potential than ITC’s net consumption)\textsuperscript{12}. It has achieved an imprint near 100% strong waste reusing. All Environment, Health and Safety Management Systems in ITC adjust to the best worldwide models. ITC’s organizations produce vocations for more than 5 million individuals. e-Choupal, an activity by ITC, which is universally perceived, is the world’s biggest system for provincial digitalization, profiting more than 4 million cultivating families. The Social and Farm Forestry activity for providing support to afforestation program by ITC has helped in greening over 80,000 hectares of land, by creating an opportunity for an estimated 35 million people among the disadvantaged. Watershed Development initiative, started by ITC, has helped to bring valuable water to about 35,000 hectares of dry grounds and dry spell influenced zones. ITC’s Sustainable Community Development activities incorporate ladies strengthening, supplementary training, coordinated creature farming projects.

6.5. Maruthi: Greening of Supply Chain

The organization has stayed in front of administrative prerequisites in the quest for environment assurance and vitality preservation at its assembling offices and
being developed of items that utilization less common assets and are environment cordial. The organization credited the ‘Without a moment to spare’ logic embraced and disguised by the representatives as the prime reason that exceeded expectations in this direction.

The organization has been advancing 3R since its commencement, which has come about not just in reusing 100% of treated waste water yet has also decreased the consumption of freshwater. The company has enforced the usage of rainwater harvesting for recharge the aquifers. Also at the same time, recyclable pressing for purchased out segments is in effect effectively promoted.

The organization has been facilitating the execution procedure of Environment Management System or known as EMS at its suppliers’ end. Standard preparing projects are directed for every one of the suppliers on EMS. Studies are led to evaluate the sellers who require more direction. The frameworks and the natural execution of suppliers are evaluated. The green co-proficient of this framework is greatly improved than the traditional framework.

6.6. Environment Management Policy Taken by HCL

HCL’s management has developed a system for identifying, developing and sustaining the maintenance of the concerned system at the corporate level and they have termed it as HCL’s eco-safe.

The point is to epitomize learning, mindfulness, and key advancements on all natural issues confronted by today’s reality and to join these in HCL’s operations guaranteeing our dedication in conveying quality items, arrangements, and administrations.

6.7. NGOS Campaigning Against Polythene

Self-help groups in Uttarakhand, India have launched a campaign to banish polythene bags by replacing them with paper bags and providing them to shopkeepers at lucrative prices. “Pahal” is one such group that has been training women to make paper bags from old newspapers. Women in this group are now earning anything between Rs 300 to Rs 4,000 per month from their own homes. This drive has produced a sustainable livelihood for the poor women in that area.

6.8. NTPC

Badarpur Thermal Power station of NTPC in Delhi is devising ways to utilize coal-ash that has been a major source of air and water pollution. Barauni refinery of IOC is taken steps for restricting air and water pollutants.
6.9. Numerous other Success Stories

Some projects were designed completely for philanthropic purposes — like Project Banana by an entrepreneur from Andhra Pradesh. For the past three years, his teams have been collecting banana peels from the areas near the Godavari and produce thread out of it. Local women and seasonal farmers are then put to weaving rugs and making paper.

Gujarat University converts banana plant waste into useful products. A Gujarat-based agriculture university has successfully converted those parts of the fruit’s plant which are usually thrown away as waste into highly useful products, including an edible candy with nutritional values. The other products include fiber for textile and paper industry and organic liquid fertilizer which have been developed under the project which aims for efficient use of each and every component of the banana plant. This candy is made from the central core of the banana plant pseudo stem, which is a nutrition-rich part. The candy has been developed on an experimental basis and we are in the process of standardizing the product. And also looking at the demand for the banana in the international market and with new technologies evolved for better yield, farmers have shown interest in its cultivation in state mainly in districts of south Gujarat.

Unleashes yet another technological revolution JK Tyre - India’s No.1 manufacturer of four-wheeler tyres and pioneers of radial tyre technology in India, unveiled nation’s first eco-friendly colored radials. Developed indigenously at JK Tyre’s state-of-the-art R&D facilities HASETRI (Hari Shankar Singhania Elastomer and Tyre Research Institute), these tyres employ path-breaking technology which replaces the traditionally used Carbon Black with environment-friendly material Silica. Besides being environmentally less hazardous, silica also promises higher fuel efficiency as a result of its lower rolling resistance.

These tyres will also have a longer life due to advanced compounding technology - offering excellent performance, handling, and braking that are a hallmark of tyres from JK Tyre. A result of JK Tyre’s pioneering research initiatives into new-age environment-friendly raw materials, these tyres are made from silica based tread compounds. The tyres also offer higher durability as compared to normal radials and offer better resistance against cuts - thanks to its superior compounding technology.

According to the consumer study, Eco Pulse 2009, by the Shelton Group, product labels are more important than advertising for finding out about green products. Of course, untruthful labels can be illegal by breaking Fair Trade Commission Standards or considered to be green washing by consumers, so creating an affective label can be a tricky task.
Buildings have a profound impact on the environment, which is why green-building practices are becoming the norm of the day. Real estate developers, architects, and the public are increasingly becoming aware of the green house effect and the benefits of harnessing the limited natural resources. It is extremely important to reduce and perhaps, one day, eliminate those impacts.

6. ANALYSIS OF FINDINGS AND INTERPRETATION

Table 1
Source of information on green products for customers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.No.</th>
<th>Source of Information</th>
<th>Number of Respondent</th>
<th>% of Respondent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Internet</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Advertisement</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Friends and Relatives</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Others</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The above table precisely demonstrates that out of the aggregate respondents taken from the study, 52 % of them became aware of green products through companions and relatives, 36% of them knew about green products through the web, and 12% of them knew have become aware through commercials.

Figure 1: Column wise Representation of the Source of Information on Green Products for Customers
Table 2
Occupational position of those who undertook the survey

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.No.</th>
<th>Occupation</th>
<th>Number of Respondents</th>
<th>% of Respondents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Professionals</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Employed</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Agricultural Background</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Business</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Educational Background (Students)</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Housewife</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The above table manifests for the fact that out of total number of respondents that were considered for the study, 41% of them were housewife, 25% of them were employees, 12% of them were involved in business, 10% of them were involved in horticulture, 9% of them were students, and 3% of them were professionals.

Figure 2: Column-wise representation of the occupational position of those who undertook the survey

Table 3
Opinions on the Cost of the Green Products

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.No.</th>
<th>Cost</th>
<th>Number of Respondents</th>
<th>% of Respondents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Very High</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The above table manifests for the fact that out of total number of respondents that were considered for the study, 56% of the respondents consider that the price of green or organic products is high, 37% of the respondents consider that the price is very high, and 7% of the respondents consider that the price is normal.

The above table precisely demonstrates that the respondent’s level of satisfaction from the usage of green products. The respondents have been categorized on the basis of factors such as hygiene, healthiness, quality, taste and availability. Factors such as hygiene, healthiness, and quality, have been obtained an average score of 3.34, 3.05, 3 respectively, which shows that the end users are satisfied. They are moderately satisfied with regards to taste (2.43), availability (2.01) and package (1.77).

8. CONCLUSION

In the present day scenario, people are becoming aware of the organic or the green products and thus the opportunity for green marketing is splendid. This has become possible, not only because of awareness level but also due to the result of an awful
effect on the wellbeing, by non-natural or non-organic products. The conventional marketing practices are not considering the significance of green products. From the above study, it is clear that the consumers have become aware of the green products, mostly from friends and relatives. The respondents who are aware of the green products belongs mostly to the educated employee’s group. Though the respondents have given the feedback in the survey about the cost of the organic product as high, still, the level of satisfaction of customers on the green product seems to be encouraged. The hygiene conditions, healthiness factor and the taste of the green products plays an essential role in motivating the customer in selecting the green products and gives the maximum level of satisfaction to the consumers, which is otherwise believed to be as the green marketing strategies, which the marketers should consider. This specific study has highlighted not only the significance of green products but also shows its impact on the society in positive ways. The above study also creates an opportunity to go in deep with different dimensions and find out information’s related to green marketing.

The Government of India must take steps to promote green marketing by passing legislation in this regard. The government authorities should strictly adhere to the rules and make the organizations implement in a phased manner. In order to promote this, the government should announce some incentives to those concerns which adopt the green marketing norms. Those who violates should be penalized by imposing a high tax or denying some benefits from the government. They must also use some eco-labels and green dot programs like that of German’s, thereby the awareness can be created among the public. The message must be spread from the schools and colleges in order to inculcate in the youngster’s mind about the serious problem of such hidden pollution. The manufacturers and dealers also should be warned and stringent measures will be adopted if they violate the government norms. This will help us to make the nation a greenery one and free from the problem of pollution.

The organizations must care for the environment and take steps to control pollution. They should not do harm to society and damage to the ecosystem. The organizations should come forward to adopt “green marketing” principles like producing ecologically safer products, recyclable and biodegradable packaging materials and adopt better techniques for pollution control. The government should also pass stringent environmental laws in order to prevent such pollution and punish those erring manufacturers. This will help us to save the nation and mother earth.

Green showcasing ought not to disregard the monetary part of promoting. Advertisers need to comprehend the ramifications of green showcasing. In the event that we think clients are not worried about ecological issues or won’t pay a premium for items that are more eco-capable reconsider. A chance to improve our item’s performance, longevity and strengthening customer’s loyalty and maintaining a higher price must be found by us.
Along these lines, if today’s fruitful system of showcasing intends to speak to individual values and conveying buyer strengthening, then without a doubt the time is all in all correct to infuse into promoting blend a matter of feasible improvement to address a portion of the extremely entangled issues, which is as of now being confronted by our planet. Green showcasing strategies create profoundly compelling results. They apply the greater part of the strides you have to cut costs, raise reaction rates and build development in the most imperative advertising metric we are all considered responsible for all that really matters.
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